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Grave and persistent violations of women’s 
rights in the context of the conflict in Syria

Documented by SNHR

In the context of the current internal armed conflict in Syria1, violence against women has 
dramatically increased. Syrian women have been exposed to arbitrary detention, enforced 
disappearances, torture, sexual violence, taken as hostages or summary executed. Syrian 
women have been turned into war targets and weapons.

These crimes have been perpetrated in the first place by the Syrian security apparatus and their 
auxiliary militias “Shabiha”, but women have also been exposed to violations committed by 
anti-governmental armed groups. These violations are committed in a climate of impunity re-
inforced by the silence from the Syrian authorities and the international community. 
Since March 2011, the use of systematic violence from governmental forces against the move-
ment of protest2 has created a favorable context for sexual violence on women. Abuses on 
women including sexual harassment and rapes have firstly taken place in the context of gov-
ernmental campaigns against the movement of protest , with the aim to intimidating the popu-
lation and discourage the people from taking part to the anti-government movement. 

A number of women have participated in protests and organized gatherings in support to the 
victims of the repression3. Mobilization of women has been particularly important in regions 
such as Damascus suburb, Homs and Aleppo while being more limited in smallest cities and 
in the countryside. Female lawyers, students, journalists, political and human rights activists 
played a distinctive role in this period and continue to be active throughout civil society net-
works. An important number of women are also involved in the humanitarian aid to victims of 
the armed conflict, IDPs and refugees.
These peaceful activities fall into the jurisdiction of the law 22/2012 adopted on 22 February 
2012 which sets up a court specialized in “acts of terrorism”. Women are therefore continuous-
ly being exposed to retaliation from the governmental forces while they may also be targeted 
by anti-governmental armed groups.

Female anti-governmental activists and human rights defenders have been consequently particu-
larly targeted during campaigns of arrest living in regions where the opposition is strongly imple-
mented. In total, between March 2011 and April 2013, more than 5400 women have been arrested 
during the successive campaigns of arrest carried out by the Syrian government, including 1200 
university students, a number of those whereabouts remain unknown4. According to the VDC5  

766 adult female and 34 girls under 18 years old remain detained in governmental detention 
facilities. Syrian human rights organizations estimate that at least 60 000 persons are victims of 
enforced disappearances in Syria since March 2011, including an unknown proportion of women.
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1- In July 2012 the ICRC qualified the situation in Syria as an « internal conflict » therefore implying 
     enforcement of International Humanitarian Law principles
2- See: EMHRN Report on women’s rights violations in Syria, to be issued in June 2013 
3- See for instance.         4- See: Report from Syrian Human Rights Network.          5- See accessed 7 May 2013.
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http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/07/14/us-syria-crisis-icrc-idUSBRE86D09H20120714
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/may/21/syria-women-unrest-repression 
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https://www.vdc-sy.info/index.php/en/
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Women detained by the Syrian authorities have been subjected to the arbitrary treatment of 
members of the security services, militaries and “Shabiha” militias. Syrian human rights activ-
ists have repeatedly reported cases of women detained for unlimited period without access to 
their lawyer or family, which violates both domestic and international standards. Health and 
sanitation conditions within detention facilities are extremely bad and constitute in a number 
of cases ill treatments. Physical and psychological torture is being routinely used within deten-
tion centers under the jurisdiction of the government, notably on women .  

A number of cases of sexual violence and rapes of women have been documented by human 
rights groups, but no reliable statistics are available as most cases go unreported  because of the 
strong social stigma attached to sexual violence in the society. Sexual abuses on women have 
been reported in the context of house raids, check points, arbitrary arrests and abductions .
The growing phenomenon of kidnappings in Syria is another factor that facilitates commission 
of sexual violence. Women are often abducted because of the political activities of a relative 
of hers, be this person considered either as being pro or anti-government. They are also car-
ried out in specific regions known for their affiliation to opposition or governmental forces. In 
certain cases when there is no possibility for the group which has abducted the person to use 
her in the framework of an exchange of prisoners, the victim has been killed after being raped. 

Women are also paying a high price because of the conflict itself. Since March 2011, more 
than 4000 women and at least 1500 girls have been killed . It is likely that these figures only 
reflect part of the actual number of female victims in the conflict in Syria as the Syrian authori-
ties continue to prevent international human rights organizations from officially accessing the 
country to carry out comprehensive independent investigations.   

Syrian women also have to bear an increasing burden in cases where they assume the respon-
sibility of their family when husband and sons happen to be either arrested, disappeared or 
take part as combatants in the military conflict. Women and children who escape the brutal 
acts of killing, targeted attacks, arbitrary arrests, kidnappings, and bombings represent an im-
portant proportion of IDPs and refugees  and find themselves in a very vulnerable position. In 
the refugee camps in neighboring countries, cases of forced marriage, little girls and sexual 
harassment have been reported on several occasions.  

Human rights activists, both male and female, have reported stories of Syrian women includ-
ing under-age girls (both in Syria and in refugee camps) being subjected to rape, forced or 
“pleasure” marriages, and “honour” crimes committed in the wake of sexual violence after 
imprisonment and torture in Syrian jails. 
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These atrocities are made worse by the extremely precarious conditions of women who are often 
left to raise their children alone (with husbands, fathers and brothers either imprisoned, disap-
peared or dead). They have nothing:  no health care, medicine, food, water, electricity, no form of 
treatment to prevent unwanted pregnancies or diseases transmitted as a result of sexual violence.

Recommendations :
To the Syrian government and countries hosting Syrian refugees:
• Put their international human rights undertakings into practice, in particular UN Declara-
tion on the Elimination of Violence against Women of 20 December 1993, the UN Conven-
tion on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) of 18 
December 1979 and its Optional Protocol, and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 
of 20 November 1989.
To the Syrian government, the states concerned and the international community: 
• Deploy efforts to put an end to the serious, repeated violations of Syrian women and girls
• Take urgent action to permanently improve the humanitarian and economic situation 
   of refugee and displaced women and children;
• Ensure that the necessary investigations are carried out into these violations and to end impunity. 
The perpetrators of these crimes of sexual violence against women and girls including rape, sexual 
abuse and forced marriages must be held to account.
• Deploy resources in implementing programs for rebuilding the lives and the economic, social 
and psychological rehabilitation of survivors of violence, especially young girls.
To the Security Council: 
• Refer the case of  Syria to the International Criminal Court (ICC) to ensure that perpetrators 
of international crimes of women and girls be held accountable .


